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Abstract
We introduce and analyze coupled, multi-strain epidemic models designed
to simulate the emergence and dissemination of mutant (e.g. drug-resistant)
pathogen strains. In particular, we investigate the mathematical and bio-
logical properties of a general class of multi-strain epidemic models in which
the infectious compartments of each strain are coupled together in a general
manner. We derive explicit expressions for the basic reproduction number
of each strain and highlight their importance in regulating the system dy-
namics (e.g. the potential for an epidemic outbreak) and the existence of
nonnegative endemic solutions. Importantly, we find that the basic repro-
duction number of each strain is independent of the mutation rates between
the strains — even under quite general assumptions for the form of the in-
fectious compartment coupling. Moreover, we verify that the coupling term
promotes strain coexistence (as an extension of the competitive exclusion
principle) and demonstrate that the strain with the greatest reproductive
capacity is not necessarily the most prevalent. Finally, we briefly discuss the
implications of our results for public health policy and planning.
Keywords: drug resistance evolution coupled multi-strain
1. Introduction
The growing threat of antimicrobial drug resistance presents a significant
challenge not only to the medical community, but the wider general pop-
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ulation [1, 2]: drug-resistant micro-organisms differ by the combination of
antimicrobials to which they are resistant and susceptible (henceforward re-
ferred to as strains), which has important implications for their clinical and
public health management. Indeed, resistant strains of infectious diseases are
already endemic in many communities — particularly in developing countries
and lower socio-economic settings — with new strains, that enjoy even more
extensive resistance, continually emerging (see e.g. [3]).
Although resistance develops as a pathogen’s natural biological response
to antimicrobial treatment [4, 5, 6, 7], the misuse and overuse of existing
antimicrobials severely exacerbates the problem, rendering previously suc-
cessful treatments ineffective. Consequently, we are now faced with a rapidly
diminishing arsenal of effective therapies, with poor practice only accelerat-
ing us along this path [8]. As such, concern mounts that “superbugs” will
emerge that are resistant to all available treatments, with many fearing that
we are approaching the end of the antimicrobial era [9].
To examine this growing public health concern, we introduce a general
mathematical model designed to simulate the emergence and dissemination
of mutant strains of infectious diseases. The formal framework assumes the
form of a coupled multi-strain SIS/SIR/SIRS epidemic model [10] in which
individuals can transition between the various infectious compartments asso-
ciated with each strain. This structure is intended to replicate the phenotypic
phenomenon of amplification, whereby individuals infected with a particular
pathogen strain develop a new, mutant strain that is possibly resistant to
some combination of antimicrobials.
Several epidemiological investigations into the imminent threat of muta-
tion and drug resistance, most often linked to a specific disease [11, 12, 13, 14],
and geographic setting [15], have already appeared in the literature (see
also [16, 17, 18]).1 These papers [12, 13, 22], which often utilize special cases
of the general multi-strain network presented here, usually focus on specific
epidemiological outcomes (e.g. interim disease burden, optimal intervention
strategies [23]) whilst providing less mathematical detail on the dynamics of
the model. Similarly, detailed mathematical analyses of multi-strain epidemic
models [24, 25] primarily treat the infectious compartments as being paral-
lel (i.e. uncoupled) and do not consider the possibility of infected patients
1Here we are focusing specifically on population-level models. For examples of within-
host models see [19, 20, 21].
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“amplifying” to an alternate strain. The present paper attempts to bridge
this gap by formally examining the mathematical implications of linking the
various infectious compartments in a sufficiently general manner.2
Specifically, this article analytically examines the mathematical and bio-
logical aspects of the proposed coupled epidemic models. As such we focus
our attention on the functional form of the basic reproduction number of
each strain, discuss their importance in regulating the system dynamics and
outline the necessary conditions for an epidemic outbreak. We also analyze
the nature and structure of the asymptotic solutions of the system and ex-
plore how they relate to both the structure of the infectious compartment
network and the relative magnitudes of the basic reproduction number of
each strain. Numerical simulations of the model addressing disease-specific
epidemiological issues will be the subject of future work.
To begin, we give a brief description of the coupled network of infec-
tious compartments and their corresponding connectivity in sections 2 and 3.
Then, in sections 4 and 5, we define our model parameters and introduce and
analyze the set of differential equations governing the evolution of the SIS,
SIR and SIRS systems. In section 6 we derive the set of basic reproduc-
tion numbers associated with each pathogen strain and demonstrate that
these quantities represent threshold parameters that govern the dynamics of
each system and, in particular, the potential for an epidemic outbreak (see
sections 7 and 8).
We then determine the equilibrium states of each system in section 9 and
derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of nonnegative
endemic solutions. In doing so we verify that the coupling term leads to
the coexistence of several pathogen strains at the endemic equilibria and
demonstrate that the strain with the greatest reproductive capacity is not
necessarily the most prevalent.
Following this, in section 10, we compare our findings with previous re-
sults derived within the context of uncoupled multi-strain epidemic models
and examine how the coupling term modifies the system properties. Finally,
in section 11, we summarize our results, discuss their significance for public
health policy and suggest directions for future work.
2For earlier works on competitive exclusion, coexistence, and the co-evolution of hosts
and parasites see [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34].
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2. Coupled infectious compartments
In this article we wish to analyze the dynamics of systems (i.e. popula-
tions) with several co-circulating pathogen strains. In particular, we are in-
terested in the case where the co-circulating strains are related by genetic mu-
tation. In this manner we are naturally led to coupled, multi-strain epidemic
models (for examples of uncoupled multi-strain models see e.g. [24, 25]).
To provide a rigorous framework, we will begin with a simple class of
epidemic models in which the population is stratified into three broad cat-
egories: susceptible individuals, S; individuals who are both infected and
infectious, Ii, where the subscript i ∈ [1, n] labels infection with a particular
pathogen strain and n is the total number of possible strains; and individuals
who have recovered from infection with strain i, Ri.
For generality, we will consider an overarching structure that incorporates
the standard SIS, SIR and SIRS epidemic models. These three models can
be differentiated by their immunity-status post-infection. In the SIS model,
infected individuals immediately return to the susceptible class upon recov-
ery from infection and the Ri category is redundant. In the other models,
recovered individuals, Ri, enjoy immunity, which is permanent (SIR), or tem-
porary (SIRS), against subsequent infection with any strain. Respectively,
these models may, for example, be applicable to chlamydia (SIS), influenza
and rubella (SIR), or tuberculosis (SIRS). Importantly, we assume that only
individuals in S are susceptible to infection, and each strain i dips from the
same susceptible pool, S.
An example of the compartmental flow network of our multi-strain model
is illustrated in figure 1.
The primary ingredient in our model is a coupling term between the vari-
ous nodes of the infectious compartment network (see figure 1) which embod-
ies the genetic relationship among the co-circulating strains. This coupling
allows for individuals to flow directly between the infectious compartments
without first returning to the susceptible (S) or recovered (Ri) classes — a
feature designed to replicate the in vivo mutation of pathogens.
A fundamental assumption that we make at the outset is that genetic
evolution is a time-forward process.3 In this manner we need only consider
3Whilst it is possible to envision that a series of mutation events might lead to a
particular genetic descendant reverting back to an earlier copy of one if its ancestors, such
as a deletion followed by a restoring insertion, such reversions are exceedingly unlikely
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Figure 1: Flow diagram for the SIR coupled multi-strain model.
a unidirectional coupling between the nodes in the infectious compartment
network (see figure 1). In effect, individuals can only transition from their
current infected compartment to one that is “downstream”, i.e. an individual
currently in Ii can only transition to the infected state Ij if j > i. In the
language of graph theory we would say that the Ii compartments (in isolation
from the S and Ri compartments) represent a directed acyclic graph.
4 We
emphasize that in this case the ordering of the Ii compartments and their
numbered labelling is important.
We stress however, that increasing strain number does not necessarily
imply increasing levels of drug resistance: although we expect that mutation
events that confer some level of drug resistance will be preferentially selected
under the applied pressure of antimicrobial treatment, such that there is a
natural progression towards higher levels of resistance, we do not assume a
priori that mutant, descendant strains are more drug-resistant than their an-
cestors. To the contrary, a particular genetic descendant strain may become
more drug-susceptible than its ancestor via deleterious hitchhiker mutations.
Another simple example in which the ordered infectious compartments
do not correspond directly to increasing levels of drug resistance could be
and can be safely neglected.
4If all of the Ij are directly accessible from Ii whenever j > i then the network is said
to be complete.
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a construction that simply incorporates differences in clinical outcomes for
a single genetic variant. Here we might consider several subsets of “pheno-
typically” identical strains (i.e. strains with identical pathogenic properties
and responses to treatment) within the multi-strain network that only dif-
fer by their treatment rates. The coupling term between the strains could
then reflect the rate at which infected individuals are properly diagnosed and
treated.
That said, the prime motivation behind our model structure is to simulate
the recent outbreak of drug-resistant pathogen strains. In this case, individu-
als infected with a particular pathogen strain that mutates and acquires drug
resistance, either through natural mutation or as a result of ineffective treat-
ment, transition from their current infected state to one of the “downstream”
infected compartments. This process is known as “amplification” (not to be
confused with the notion of super-infection5). The ordering of the infected
compartments in this case, and the unidirectional flow between them, then
reflects (but is not strictly connected to) the level of drug resistance of the
pathogen.
For instance, we could construct a coarse model that groups strains solely
by resistance profile, so that, for example, an infectious pathogen which has
only t antimicrobial treatments available can be modelled by a coupled 2t-
strain network, with each strain corresponding to each of the 2t possible
antimicrobial resistance combinations. In this class of models we would con-
sider tiers of drug resistance where the m-th tier contains
(
t
m
)
strains that
are resistant to m different antimicrobial treatments.
In general, each of the scenarios described above can be constructed
within the present framework simply by limiting the possible transitions
within the infectious compartment network and selecting appropriate val-
ues of the epidemiological parameters.
3. Connectivity of the infectious compartment network
In this section we formalize several definitions that will be used through-
out the text and derive important relationships pertaining to the connectivity
5Super-infection occurs when an individual infected with a particular strain (say, strain
j) transmits the infection to another individual already infected with an alternate strain
(strain i 6= j). This process, which is traditionally modelled by an additional bilinear
interaction term of the form κijIiIj , is not considered in the present framework.
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of the network of Ii compartments (figure 1). These include the reachabil-
ity of compartment Ij from compartment Ii and the definition of ancestor
and descendant strains. Primarily, this discussion is designed to provide the
reader a deeper appreciation of the structure of the next-generation matrix
and endemic equilibrium solutions (derived in sections 6 and 9 respectively)
of coupled multi-strain models. For a more detailed introduction to the basic
definitions and concepts of graph theory see e.g. [35].
To begin, we introduce the adjacency matrix G,
G =

0 0 0 · · · 0
g21 0 0
...
g31 g32 0
. . .
g41 g42 g43 0
...
...
. . . . . .
gn1 gn2 · · · gn,n−1 0

, (1)
where each element 0 ≤ gji ≤ 1 gives the proportion of individuals in-
fected with strain i that acquire strain j through ineffective treatment, or
the proportion of amplifying individuals among those treated. Accordingly,
we require
∑n
j=1 gji ≤ 1. In this way gji is representative of the transition
probability between compartments Ii and Ij. (The sum of the transition
proportions is less than or equal to one because not all treated patients are
expected to amplify.) Furthermore, the strictly lower triangular structure
of the adjacency matrix G reflects the unidirectional flow pattern of the Ii
network.
To be careful, we point out that, alone, the quantities gji do not rep-
resent transition probabilities themselves; this is because the amplification
pathways only represent a subset of the possible transitions out of the infec-
tious compartments in the complete SIS/SIR/SIRS model (see next section).
It is only when we augment the gji terms with the appropriate rate param-
eters describing the relative flows out of the infectious compartments (sec-
tions 4 and 6) that we obtain the probability of transitioning from infectious
compartment Ii to compartment Ij. However, for our present purposes, we
assume in this section that the elements gji can be interpreted as transition
probabilities and reserve the inclusion of the appropriate rate parameters for
later sections. It will become clear that the present discussion remains valid
despite the absence of the relevant rate parameters.
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Assuming (for now) the elements gji represent the probability of transi-
tioning from compartment Ii to compartment Ij in a single ‘step’, the prob-
ability of ever reaching compartment Ij from compartment Ii is given by the
(j, i)-th element of the connectivity matrix P∞,6
P∞ =
∞∑
k=0
Gk = (E− G)−1 , (2)
where E is the identity matrix. It follows then that compartment Ij is reach-
able from compartment Ii if and only if the (j, i) element of P∞ is positive.
Naturally, the connectivity matrix P∞, which in this case is the inverse of a
lower-triangular matrix, is itself lower-triangular.7 Moreover, the diagonal el-
ements of P∞, which correspond to the probability of reaching the infectious
compartment an individual already occupies, are equal to one, as expected.
Continuing, we can use the definition of reachability to define the notion
of descendant and ancestor strains. Specifically, strain j is said to be a
descendant of strain i if and only if infectious compartment Ij is reachable
from infectious compartment Ii and j > i. Similarly, if strain j is reachable
from strain i and i < j then we say strain i is an ancestor of strain j. Note
that a strain cannot be an ancestor or descendant of itself.
As a useful shorthand, we introduce the notation j . i to denote that j is
6If the probability of transitioning from compartment Ii to compartment Ij in a single
‘step’ is given by the (j, i)-th element of the transition matrix G, then the probability of
reaching compartment Ij from compartment Ii after exactly k steps is simply equal to the
(j, i)-th element of Gk. Since G is nonnegative (i.e. G ≥ 0) we can generalize this result to
determine that the probability of reaching Ij in at most m steps is given by
Pm =
m∑
k=0
Gk.
Similarly, the interpretation of the (j, i)-th element of Pm is analogous to that of G
k. P∞
is found by taking the limit as m → ∞ (which is guaranteed to exist since G is strictly
lower triangular).
7This can be seen immediately by looking at the expansion
P∞ = (E− G)−1 =
n∑
k=0
Gk = E+ G+ G2 + . . . ,
where each term in the series is lower triangular.
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a descendant of strain i and i / j to denote that i is an ancestor of strain j.8
More formally, we then have
j . i ⇐⇒ i / j ⇐⇒ [P∞ − E]ji 6= 0.
Additionally, if l is an ancestor of i which itself is an ancestor of j, then l
is also an ancestor of j, i.e. l / i / j ⇒ l / j. Of course the reverse is also
true: j . i . l⇒ j . l. Since the Ii network is a directed acyclic graph, i.e. we
only consider unidirectional flow, the concept of ancestors and descendants
is self-consistent.
We define the quantity di as the number of descendants that strain i has,
which is equal to the number of non-zero elements in the i-th column of
P∞ − E. Similarly, ai is defined to be the number of ancestors that strain i
has, which is equal to the number of non-zero elements along the i-th row of
P∞ − E.
As alluded to in the opening to this section, the connectivity matrix P∞
and its underlying structure play a pivotal role in the nature and form of the
model solutions. As we shall see, P∞, or terms analogous to it, repeatedly
appear in the coming sections when we calculate the next-generation matrix
K (see section 6) and the endemic equilibrium solutions (see section 9). To
highlight this similarity we write the elements of P∞ in terms of the gener-
ating function9
[P∞]ji =
n∑
k=i
gjk[P∞]ki, (3)
where the initial value [P∞]ii = 1 (as mentioned above, [P∞]ji = 0 for all
j < i).
8The direction of the triangles has been chosen to reflect the unidirectional flow pattern
of the infectious compartment network and their numbered labelling. For example, strain
j can only be a descendant of strain i if j > i.
9To derive (3) we begin with the definition of the connectivity matrix P∞ which we
know must satisfy (E− G)P∞ = E. Writing this equation out in component form we have
[P∞]ji −
n∑
k=i
gjk [P∞]ki = δji,
where δji is the Kronecker-delta symbol which is equal to one if i = j and zero otherwise,
and we have used the fact that [P∞]ki = 0 for all k < i (i.e. P∞ is lower-triangular). For
j > i we recover (3).
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In section 9 we will show that the endemic equilibrium solutions can be
written in a similar form to (3) with the mutation rates gjk augmented by
the appropriate rate parameters.
Naturally, if we take the limit G → 0 we remove all of the connections
between the nodes of the infectious compartment network and the coupled
multi-strain model reduces to the canonical uncoupled case. For this reason,
the adjacency matrix, G, plays a fundamental role in the analysis that follows.
4. Model description and system equations
Returning to our description of the structure of the SIS, SIR and SIRS
epidemic models, we adopt the convention that italicized letters denote the
number of individuals in each of the corresponding categories so that, for ex-
ample, Ii represents the number of individuals in compartment Ii. Following
this convention, the total population, N(t), is given by10
N(t) = S(t) +
n∑
i=1
(Ii(t) +Ri(t)) . (4)
Demographically, we assume that individuals are recruited directly into
the susceptible class, S, at a constant rate λ and that they are removed from
all classes through natural death at a per capita rate µ. Furthermore, we
assume that infected individuals, Ii, suffer a strain-specific mortality rate, φi,
in addition to the natural mortality rate µ.11 These assumptions allow us
to immediately write down the differential equation for the total population,
N(t):
dN
dt
= λ− µN −
n∑
i=1
φiIi. (5)
As for the time evolution of the S, Ii and Ri compartments themselves,
we model the transmission of each pathogen strain assuming a bilinear form
for the incidence of infection: βiSIi, where βi is a strain-specific transmission
parameter. Upon infection with strain i, individuals immediately progress
to the corresponding infectious compartment Ii. From here, there are several
10Note that Ri(t) = 0 for all i in the SIS model.
11In the absence of infection-induced mortality (φi → 0) the natural mortality rate can
be directly related to the average life expectancy ` via µ = 1/`.
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Table 1: Model parameters
Type Parameter Definition Units
Primary rate
λ Recruitment rate PT−1
µ Mortality rate (per capita) T−1
βi Transmission coefficient (per capita) P
−1T−1
αi Treatment rate (per capita) T
−1
σi Natural cure rate (per capita) T
−1
φi Disease-induced mortality rate (per capita) T
−1
γi Waning immunity rate (per capita) T
−1
Aggregate rate
ηi Infected recovery rate (per capita) T
−1
δi Infected removal rate (per capita) T
−1
Proportion gij Amplification proportion −
Boolean ρ Switch between SIS↔SIR(S) −
possible progression pathways. Firstly, individuals can either recover natu-
rally, which occurs at a strain-specific per capita rate σi, returning to either
the susceptible (S) or recovered (Ri) class, depending on whether the model
is SIS or SIR/SIRS respectively. Secondly, individuals may receive treat-
ment at the per capita rate αi: if treatment is unsuccessful, and the patient
acquires a mutant strain as a result of ineffective treatment, then a propor-
tion gji will progress to each of the downstream infectious compartments Ij
with j > i (see section 2); the remaining proportion
(
1−∑nj=i+1 gji) for
which treatment is successful will progress to the susceptible (SIS model) or
recovered (SIR/SIRS models) compartments.
Combining each of these assumptions with our parameter definitions, we
11
find that our system is governed by the following set of differential equations:
dS
dt
= λ− µS −
n∑
i=1
βiSIi + ρ
n∑
i=1
ηiIi +
n∑
i=1
γiRi, (6)
dIi
dt
= βiSIi − δiIi +
i−1∑
j=1
gijαjIj, (7)
dRi
dt
= (1− ρ) ηiIi − (µ+ γi)Ri, (8)
where ηi and δi are aggregate rates given by
ηi = σi +
(
1−
n∑
j=i+1
gji
)
αi and δi = µ+ φi + σi + αi, (9)
and represent the flow of recovering individuals and outgoing infected indi-
viduals, respectively. The variable ρ in (6) and (8) is a boolean parameter
used to switch between the SIS (ρ = 1) and SIR(S) (ρ = 0) models.12 Sim-
ilarly, by setting γi = 0 for all i we obtain an SIS (ρ = 1) or SIR (ρ = 0)
model. Importantly, we note that the equation for dIi/dt is invariant between
the SIS, SIR and SIRS cases. As we shall see, this ensures that many of our
findings pertaining to the functional form of the basic reproduction numbers
of each strain, as well as the existence and direction of the asymptotic so-
lution vectors, are generic amongst the models. Furthermore, in the limit
gji → 0 the system (6)-(8) reduces to an uncoupled multi-strain model.
The system (6)-(8) can be written more succinctly in vector form as
dS
dt
= λ− µS − SβᵀI+ ρηᵀI+ γᵀR, (10)
dI
dt
= (SB−∆ + GA) I, (11)
dR
dt
= (1− ρ)HI− (µE + Γ)R, (12)
where
I = [I1, I2, . . . , In]
ᵀ, R = [R1, R2, . . . , Rn]
ᵀ, (13)
12It is straightforward to generalize to the case where ρ is strain-specific, such that
particular strains may or may not have permanent or temporary immunity.
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and we have introduced capital Greek letters to denote the diagonal matrices
associated with each of the parameter vectors
A = diag(α), B = diag(β), Γ = diag(γ),
∆ = diag(δ), H = diag(η). (14)
The final matrix, G, is the lower triangular matrix containing the amplifica-
tion proportions between the various infectious compartments, gji, defined
by (1).
Notice that the coupling term G enters the differential system of equations
through the product GA. Therefore, we have implicitly assumed that muta-
tion events are directly related to the treatment rates αi. We stress however,
that this assumption does not affect the general conclusions reached below,
particularly those regarding the functional dependence of the basic reproduc-
tion numbers and the form of the endemic solutions. Even if we included an
additional coupling term to represent natural mutation events, e.g. a term
of the form hjiσi (analogous gjiαi), our general conclusions would still hold
(though the magnitudes of the endemic solutions would vary) provided this
additional coupling was still unidirectional, i.e. that it represented a time-
forward evolutionary process. Therefore, we choose to stick with a single
coupling term to avoid over-complicating the forthcoming analysis, keeping
in mind that the results can be readily applied to the case of several (unidi-
rectional) couplings.
Additionally, the model structure introduced above should be compared
with multi-strain models reviewed in [36] which do not consider coupled in-
fectious compartments and instead stratify the population by infection his-
tory or immunity status. In history-based models for example, individuals
that have recovered from infection are returned to one of several susceptible
compartments SX , where the subscript X ⊆ N denotes a subset of strains
N = {1, . . . , n} (of which there are 2n) with which the individual has been
previously infected.13 This allows one to incorporate immunological differ-
ences that have arisen through past exposure to a particular pathogen strain
such as reduced susceptibility to reinfection and/or reduced infectivity. A
drawback of this approach is that as the number of strains increases these
13For example, individuals with no prior infections are initially introduced into the
susceptible compartment S∅ whereas an individual who has experienced infection with
strains 2 and 5 will return to S2,5 upon recovery.
13
models quickly become intractable and only models incorporating simplifying
assumptions (e.g. complete symmetry between the epidemiological parame-
ters) can be considered for any progress to be made [36].
Our model is fundamentally different, in that individuals can transition
directly between the infectious compartments without first returning to a
susceptible (S) or recovered (R) state. In this case, the number of model
parameters scales quadratically (because of G) as opposed to the exponential
scaling of history-based models.14 Moreover, we do not consider other effects,
e.g. cross-immunity, and assume that a) all individuals in compartment S
are equally susceptible to infection with any strain and b) all individuals
infected with a particular strain i are equally infectious, regardless of their
infection history. However, we stress that the n-strain model presented in
equations (6)-(8) contains parameters which are all strain dependent, thus
allowing many of the epidemiological differences arising from past infection
to be incorporated.
5. System bounds
Given the system (6)-(8), we can show that the region
Ω =
{
(S, Ii, Ri) ∈ R2n+1≥0
∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ N(t) ≤ λµ
}
is a positively invariant and absorbing set that attracts all solutions of (6)-
(8) in R2n+1≥0 . To see this, we follow the proof outlined in [37], whereby we
introduce the Lyapunov function W (t) = S(t)+
∑n
i=1 (Ii(t) +Ri(t)). Taking
the time derivative of W (t) and substituting in (6)-(8) we then have
dW
dt
= λ− µW −
n∑
i=1
φiIi ≤ λ− µW. (15)
For W > λ/µ we have that dW
dt
≤ 0 which implies that Ω is a positively
invariant set. Moreover, if we solve the inequality (15) we get
0 < W (t) ≤ λ
µ
(
1− e−µt)+W (0)e−µt,
14Conversely, under the assumption of polarized immunity, the number of parameters
in status-based models only scales linearly.
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where the initial condition W (0) > 0. Taking the limit as t → ∞ we have
that 0 ≤ W (t) ≤ λ/µ meaning that Ω is also an attractive set.
These results imply that the system solutions (S(t), Ii(t), Ri(t)) are bounded
and nonnegative. Moreover, it is straightforward to see that the disease can-
not eradicate the population since N(t) > 0 for all t > 0 and N(0) ≥ 0.
Finally, in the absence of the disease, the population N(t) → S0 ≡ λ/µ as
t→∞.
6. Basic reproduction number
The basic reproduction number, R0, is defined as the average number of
newly infected individuals generated by a single typical infectious individual
introduced into a fully susceptible population. In other words, R0 is the initial
growth factor (on a generational basis) of infected individuals following the
release of an infectious agent. In this sense, R0 represents an important
threshold parameter that determines the fate of the infection: for R0 > 1 the
disease spreads, and an epidemic occurs; whereas for R0 ≤ 1 the infection
dies out before a significant fraction of the population is affected.15
In the context of multi-strain epidemic models we anticipate a set of basic
reproduction numbers R0i, with each member of the set being associated with
the reproductive capacity of each pathogen strain i. In this case an epidemic
may occur if any of the R0i > 1.
To calculate the basic reproduction number associated with each pathogen
strain, we follow the procedure outlined in [38, 39]. First, we linearize the
infected subsystem (11) about the infection-free equilibrium point, P0 =
(S0,0,0) where S0 is the magnitude of the susceptible population at the
infection-free equilibrium, i.e. S0 = λ/µ. This yields the Jacobian, J¯0:
J¯0 = S0B−∆ + GA.
We then decompose J¯0 into a transmission component T and a transition
component Q, where
T = S0B and Q = ∆− GA,
15We should point out that whilst this is generally true for deterministic, mass-action
epidemic models like the one considered here, in stochastic settings for example, there is
always a positive probability that the infection dies out quickly, even if R0 ≥ 1.
15
such that J¯0 = T − Q. This set of matrices is used to calculate the next-
generation matrix K whose (j, i)-th element gives the number of new indi-
viduals produced in Ij by those currently in Ii. Specifically, we multiply the
transmission matrix T by the inverse of the transition matrix Q−1 (whose
(j, i)-th element measures the mean sojourn time in compartment Ij for an
individual currently in Ii) to yield
K = S0B (∆− GA)−1 = S0B∆−1
(
E− GA∆−1)−1 . (16)
The set of basic reproduction numbers R0i are then given by the spectrum
of the next-generation matrix sp (K) (see [39]).16 Following our previous
definitions of B, ∆, G and A (see (1) and (14)) we observe that K is an
n× n lower triangular matrix. In this case we can simply read off the basic
reproduction numbers R0i as the diagonal elements of K:
R0i = sp(K)i = diag(K)i = diag
(
S0B∆
−1)
i
.
In component form, the basic reproduction number of the i-th strain is
given by
R0i =
βiS0
δi
=
βiS0
µ+ φi + σi + αi
, (17)
which we find is purely a function of the epidemiological parameters of strain
i, and completely independent of the amplification rates gjiαi. This is an
important result that shows that mutation events that can continually ignite
new strains into existence do not contribute to their reproductive capac-
ity. Although this result is reliant on our assumption of unidirectional flow
between the infectious compartments, we believe this to be a reasonable de-
scription of the evolutionary process.
Before continuing, we wish to establish the connection between the form of
the next-generation matrix K, equation (16), and the infectious compartment
network structure discussed in section 3. To do so, we first observe that K
can be rewritten as
K = R0P (18)
where R0 = diag(R0i) and P is given by
P =
(
E− GA∆−1)−1 . (19)
16Here we use the notation sp(M) to denote the set of eigenvalues of the matrix M.
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Immediately we recognize the matrix P as the direct analogue of the connec-
tivity matrix (2) discussed in section 3, appropriately adjusted to incorporate
the rate parameters, gjk → gjkαk/δk. Indeed, the elements of P can be writ-
ten in terms of a generating function completely analogous to equation (3):
pji =
n∑
k=i
gjkαk
δk
pki (20)
where the initial value pii = 1. Accordingly, the (j, i)-th element of the matrix
P gives the probability of an individual reaching the infectious compartment
Ij from compartment Ii.
Written in the form (18), the interpretation of the next-generation matrix
becomes even clearer: it is the product of the reproductive capacity of each
strain (R0) and the probability of acquiring each strain once infected (P). As
expected, in the limit G → 0, the matrix P reduces to the identity matrix
E and we recover the canonical result derived for uncoupled systems (see
section 10).
7. Epidemic outbreak
We now return to the statement made at the opening of the previous
section: if each of the R0i ≤ 1, the diseased population quickly fades out;
however, if R0i > 1 for any i an epidemic occurs. To see this we simply
rewrite equation (7) in terms of the basic reproduction numbers R0i:
dIi
dt
= δi
(
R0i
S
S0
− 1
)
Ii +
i−1∑
j=1
gijαjIj. (21)
Taking as our initial condition S(0) = S0 (which is the most optimistic case
from the disease’s perspective), we can clearly see that if R0i ≤ 1 for all i, Ii(t)
decays exponentially and the disease rapidly fades out (see next section for
a more rigorous analysis). Conversely, if R0i > 1, Ii(t) grows exponentially
at early times and the epidemic takes off. Therefore, the basic reproduction
numbers R0i represent a set of threshold parameters that determine the fate
of the infectious agent.
In fact, if we introduce the notation
R0f ≡ max
i
R0i (22)
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to single out the strain the greatest reproduction number, or the fittest strain
f , we can restate this result more succinctly as: an epidemic occurs when
R0f > 1 ,whereas the disease dies out when R0f ≤ 1.
We point out that here, we have implicitly assumed that fittest strain f is
observable, i.e. that for some time t ≥ 0, If (t) is positive. In our model, this
can be achieved if either If (0) > 0 or Ij(0) > 0 for some j / f . That is, the
initial seed that sparks the exponential growth of If (t) can come from strain
f , or any one of strain f ’s ancestors. By the same token, we are compelled
to augment our definition of the fittest strain f to ensure that it is in fact
observable, which will be assumed from here out. Nevertheless, in this case,
the space of initial conditions that lead to an epidemic outbreak is in fact
larger than that in the corresponding uncoupled multi-strain model, which
strictly requires the initial population of strain f itself to be positive.
8. Asymptotic system dynamics
Having discussed the initial epidemic trajectory in terms of the basic re-
production numbers, R0i, we now turn our attention to the late-time dynam-
ics of the system. First, we show (by induction) that if R0f ≤ 1 (⇔ R0i ≤ 1
for all i) the disease is eradicated from the population. We will then consider
the alternative case R0f > 1 and show that only the fittest strain f , along
with each of its descendants j . f , remain in circulation indefinitely. The
general approach used to arrive at each of these conclusions is based upon
the analysis in [30].
For each case, we introduce the bound
lim sup
t→∞
N(t) ≤ λ
µ
= S0
which follows immediately from the invariance of Ω.
8.1. Case 1: R0f ≤ 1
For the case R0f ≤ 1, we choose a sequence tm → ∞ for m → ∞ such
that Ii(tm) → lim sup
t→∞
Ii(t) and I˙i(tm) ≥ 0. From equations (4) and (7) we
then have
0 ≤ lim sup
t→∞
Ii(t)
(
βi
δi
(
S0 − lim sup
t→∞
Ii(t)
)
− 1
)
+
i−1∑
j=1
gijαj
δi
lim sup
t→∞
Ij(t).
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To show that this expression does in fact imply that limt→∞ Ii(t) = 0 for all
i when R0f ≤ 1 we start with strain i = 1, for which the amplification term
vanishes and we are left with17
0 ≤ lim sup
t→∞
I1(t)
(
β1
δ1
(
S0 − lim sup
t→∞
I1(t)
)
− 1
)
.
Hence, if
R01 =
β1S0
δ1
≤ 1 ⇒ lim sup
t→∞
I1(t) = lim
t→∞
I1(t) = 0 (23)
where we have used the fact that lim inf
t→∞
Ii(t) ≥ 0 which also follows from the
invariance of Ω.
Continuing, for strain 2 we then have
0 ≤ lim sup
t→∞
I2(t)
(
β2
δ2
(
S0 − lim sup
t→∞
I2(t)
)
− 1
)
where again the contribution from the amplification term vanishes as a con-
sequence of (23). Similarly, we find that if R02 ≤ 1, limt→∞ I2(t) = 0.
By induction we can show that all strains i are driven to extinction (i.e.
limt→∞ Ii(t) = 0 for all i) provided R0f ≤ 1.
In a similar manner it is possible to show that the recovered populations
Ri(t) are also driven to zero when R0f ≤ 1 and that (see equation (6))
limt→∞ S(t) = λ/µ = S0.
In fact, we can also show that the infection-free equilibrium point P0 =
(S0,0,0) is locally asymptotically stable if R0f < 1. To prove this we consider
the Jacobian of the system (6)-(8) which is given by
J =
−βᵀI− µ −Sβ + ρη γBI SB−∆ + GA 0
0 (1− ρ)H −M− Γ
 .
At the infection-free equilibrium point, P0, this reduces to
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J0 =
−µ −S0β + ρη γ0 S0B−∆ + GA 0
0 (1− ρ)H −M− Γ
 . (24)
17For the uncoupled case considered in [30] the amplification term is absent for all i and
the conclusion limt→∞ Ii(t) = 0 for R0f ≤ 1 follows immediately from inspection.
18Note that the Jacobian of the infected subsystem J¯0 introduced in section 6 is a sub-
matrix of J0.
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The structure of J0 allows us to immediately read off the 2n+ 1 eigenvalues,
θ, as
θ0 = −µ < 0, θi = −µ− γi < 0,
and
θn+i = sp (S0B−∆ + GA)i = diag (S0B−∆ + GA)i = δi (R0i − 1) .
where i ∈ [1, n]. Hence, if R0f < 1 (⇔ R0i < 1 for all i) the infection-free
equilibrium point P0 is locally asymptotically stable. Conversely, if R0i > 1
for any i, the Jacobian (24) has at least one positive eigenvalue and P0 is
unstable.
8.2. Case 2: R0f > 1
We now consider the asymptotic behaviour of the system in the alterna-
tive case, when R0f > 1. As a first step, we solve (7) using the variation of
constants method to get
Ii(t) = Ii(0) exp
[
βi
∫ t
0
S(t′) dt′ − δit
]
+
i−1∑
j=1
gijαj
∫ t
0
Ij(t− t′) exp
[
βi
∫ t
t−t′
S(t′′) dt′′ − δit′
]
dt′. (25)
From this we can see that the exponential growth or decay of each infectious
population Ii(t) depends on an integral of the form (c.f. the discussion at
the end of section 7) ∫
(βiS(t
′)− δi) dt′.
Substituting in the definition of R0i, and keeping in mind that solutions of
the system (6)-(8) are bounded (see section 5), it follows that the average
asymptotic value of the susceptible population S(t) must be bounded from
above:
lim
t→∞
1
t
∫ t
0
S(t′) dt′ ≤ S0
R0i
, ∀ i.
Combining this result with the restriction S(t) ≤ S0, we therefore con-
clude that
lim
t→∞
1
t
∫ t
0
S(t′) dt′ ≤ min
i
[
S0,
S0
R0i
]
= min
[
S0,
S0
R0f
]
. (26)
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The simple case R0f ≤ 1, which we have already considered, is consistent
with limt→∞ S(t) = S0. However, for the alternative case R0f > 1, the
average value of the susceptible population resides below the infection-free
upper bound. Consequently, we shall see that several circulating strains will
be driven to extinction because they cannot be sustained by the diminished
susceptible pool.
To show this, we again begin with strain i = 1, for which (25) reduces to
I1(t) = I1(0) exp
(
β1
∫ t
0
S(t′) dt′ − δ1t
)
.
Assuming f 6= 1 so that R01 < R0f , the condition (26) ensures that I1(t)
decays exponentially in the limit t→∞, i.e. lim
t→∞
I1(t) = 0.
Similarly, when i = 2, the general solution (25) becomes
I2(t) = I2(0) exp
(
β2
∫ t
0
S(t′) dt′ − δ2t
)
+ g21α1
∫ t
0
I1(t− t′) exp
(
β2
∫ t
t−t′
S(t′′) dt′′ − δ2t′
)
dt′.
= exp
(
β2
∫ t
0
S(t′) dt′ − δ2t
)[
I2(0) + g21α1
∫ t
0
I1(t
′) exp
(
−β2
∫ t′
0
S(t′′) dt′′ + δ2t′
)
dt′
]
where in the second line we have factored out the exponential exp
(
β2
∫ t
0
S(t′) dt′ − δ2t
)
from each term. Again, assuming this time f > 2, we can use (26) and
the fact that both terms in the square brackets are bounded to see that
lim
t→∞
I2(t) = 0. By induction, it is straightforward to show that the remaining
non-descendants of strain f also satisfy limt→∞ Ii(t) = 0.
The next task is to show that strain f persists provided R0f > 1. To do
this, we first show that the inequality in (26) is in fact a strict equality using
a proof by contradiction.
Firstly, let us take the case R0f > 1 and assume that the inequality in (26)
is strict, such that
lim
t→∞
1
t
∫ t
0
S(t′) dt′ <
S0
R0f
.
Substituting this condition into (25) we then have that limt→∞ Ii(t) = 0 for
all i. However, from equation (6), it must then follow that limt→∞ S(t) = S0:
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a contradiction. Therefore, in the case R0f > 1, we must have
lim
t→∞
1
t
∫ t
0
S(t′) dt′ =
S0
R0f
,
or, in general
lim
t→∞
1
t
∫ t
0
S(t′) dt′ = min
[
S0,
S0
R0f
]
. (27)
As a corollary, we can see that in the case R0f > 1, lim inf
t→∞
If (t) =  > 0,
meaning that strain f persists asymptotically. Equation (25) can then be
used to show that all j . f survive asymptotically as well.
The critical point in the preceding analysis about the limited availability
of susceptibles is a hallmark of the competitive exclusion principle: when
several species are competing over the same shared resource — in this case,
susceptibles — only the one with the greatest reproduction number can sur-
vive indefinitely; the remaining species are driven to extinction. However,
in the coupled case considered here, in which circulating strains are geneti-
cally related via the amplification mechanism previously described, we must
extend this principle to include all those strains that are descendants of the
fittest strain f (in the sense defined in section 3) among those that survive
indefinitely; here, each mutant descendant is perpetually fueled by the fittest
strain.
9. Equilibrium solutions
To reinforce the asymptotic analysis presented in the previous section,
here we determine the equilibrium states of the system (6)-(8). In particular,
we find that in addition to the infection-free equilibrium point P0 = (S0,0,0),
there are a set of n endemic equilibria, P ∗i = (S∗i, I∗i 6= 0,R∗i 6= 0) where
i ∈ [1, n]. Explicitly, we will show that at the i-th endemic equilibrium
point P ∗i, all strains are driven to extinction except for strain i and its di
descendants.19 Nominally, at the i-th endemic equilibrium, strain i becomes
the source strain (i.e. all of the “upstream” strains have died out) and the
number of strains in circulation is equal to di + 1 (see figure 2). However,
19Recall from section 3 that the number of descendants of strain i, denoted di is equal
to the number of non-zero elements in the i-th column of the connectivity matrix P∞ (2),
or, when updated to incorporate the rate parameters αk and δk, the matrix P (19).
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despite there being the possibility of n endemic equilibrium solutions, we find
that only a limited subset of these lie within R2n+1≥0 , i.e. only a limited subset
are physical. We will show that the absolute and relative magnitudes of the
basic reproduction numbers of each strain regulate the existence of physical
solutions.
Lastly, we demonstrate that the fittest strain is not necessarily the most
prevalent, and that a descendant strain can outnumber the source strain.I4I1 I2 I3 I5
Figure 2: Example of an incomplete Ii flow network at an endemic equilibrium point.
Here we have chosen n = 5 strains and considered the endemic equilibrium point P ∗2 at
which the second strain becomes to source strain. Solid boxes and arrows indicate those
compartments and flows that persist at equilibrium whilst dot-dashed lines correspond to
those that have been driven to extinction. Notice that only strain 2 and its descendants,
strains 3 and 5, survive.
To calculate the equilibrium states of the system we begin by setting the
left-hand side of (10)-(12) to zero:
0 = λ− µS − SβᵀI+ ρηᵀI+ γᵀR, (28)
0 = (SB−∆ + GA) I, (29)
0 = (1− ρ)HI− (µE + Γ)R. (30)
We shall focus initially on the second equation (29), which, as noted previ-
ously, is invariant between the SIS, SIR and SIRS models.
The infection-free equilibrium solution I0 = 0 has been discussed in the
previous section. To find the endemic solutions, P ∗i, for which (I∗i 6= 0) we
first pre-multiply equation (29) through by (S∗iB)−1K to get
0 =
(
B−1KB− S0
S∗i
E
)
I∗i, (31)
where we have substituted in the definition of the next-generation matrix (16).
Here we recognize equation (31) as the eigenvalue equation for the matrix
B−1KB. Accordingly, we may identify the quantities S0/S∗i as the eigenvalues
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of B−1KB and the solutions I∗i as the corresponding eigenvectors. Therefore,
the number of endemic solutions of the system (6)-(8) equals the number of
distinct eigenvalues of B−1KB.
Given that B−1KB is a similarity transform of the next-generation matrix
K, their eigenvalues are identical, allowing us to write
S0
S∗i
= sp
(
B−1KB
)
i
= sp (K)i = R0i.
Hence, the size of the susceptible population at the i-th endemic equilibrium
point P ∗i assumes its canonical value derived for the uncoupled multi-strain
case (see next section),
S∗i =
S0
R0i
. (32)
The size of the infected population at each endemic equilibrium point P ∗i
can be determined by finding the set of eigenvectors of the lower triangular
matrix B−1KB. In this case, solving equation (31) alone will only allow us
to calculate the solutions I∗i up to a multiplicative constant vi ∝ I∗i; to
determine the normalization factors we will need to use (10) and (12).
The elements of each eigenvector solution I∗i can be calculated most easily
by returning to the component form equation for dIj/dt (note that we now
use j as the free variable to label the various strains since the superscript i
labels the endemic solution):
0 = δj
(
R0j
R0i
− 1
)
I∗ij +
j−1∑
k=1
gjkαkI
∗i
k , (33)
where we have substituted in (32) and the definition of the basic reproduction
number (17).
By studying (33) we can see that the first non-zero value in the sequence
of I∗ij , is I
∗i
i itself.
20 This means that all strains upstream from strain i (that
is, all j < i) die out at the equilibrium point P ∗i.
20To see this, consider the first equation in the sequence (j = 1) for which the summation
term vanishes and we have
0 = δ1
(
R01
R0i
− 1
)
I∗i1 . (34)
Assuming i 6= 1, we must have that I∗i1 = 0, since R0i 6= R0j for all i 6= j. In turn, from
the equation for j = 2, where again the summation term
∑1
k=1 g2kαkI
∗i
k = g21α1I
∗i
1 = 0,
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In this case, the summation index k (partially) collapses and we have
I∗ij =
R0i
R0i −R0j
j−1∑
k=i
gjkαk
δj
I∗ik , (35)
where the initial value I∗ii will be determined below.
First, we observe that the recursive equation (35) is of exactly the same
form as the generating function for the connectivity matrix (3), albeit with
the mutation rates gjk replaced by
gjk → R0i
R0i −R0j
gjkαk
δj
. (36)
Therefore, following our discussion in section 3, we can see that the only
non-vanishing elements in the series I∗ij are those which correspond to the
infectious compartments Ij that are connected to compartment Ii. Therefore,
at the i-th endemic equilibrium point P ∗i only strain i and its descendants
remain in circulation.
We can also use the recursive expression (35) to determine the sign of
each of the I∗ij relative to I
∗i
i to help ascertain whether the equilibrium point
P ∗i lies in the non-negative orthant R2n+1≥0 ; or, in other words, whether the
equilibrium point P ∗i is physical. We will then determine the sign of I∗ii itself
using (5).
Using (35) and progressing through each I∗ij for j > i, we observe that a
necessary and sufficient condition for sgn(I∗ij ) = sgn(I
∗i
i ) is to have R0i > R0j
for all j . i. That is, R0i must maximize the set of basic reproduction num-
bers among each of its descendants. Therefore, the nonnegativity of the
endemic solutions depends on the relative magnitudes of the basic reproduc-
tion numbers of strain i and its descendants j. If the condition R0i > R0j
is violated for any j . i then there must be a sign change between I∗ii and
I∗ij which automatically signifies that P
∗i lies outside R2n+1≥0 and is therefore
non-physical.
we similarly find I∗i2 = 0 (assuming i 6= 2). Progressing sequentially through each of the
I∗ij we find that they are all equal to zero until eventually we reach j = i . Here, the
coefficient of I∗ii is zero, permitting I
∗i
i 6= 0 solutions. (If I∗ii did equal zero then so would
the remaining I∗ij for j > i.)
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Finally, to determine the sign of I∗ii we use equation (5), which at the
i-th endemic equilibrium point becomes
0 = λ− µN∗i −
n∑
j=1
φjI
∗i
j . (37)
Substituting in the identities N∗i = S∗i +
∑i
j=1
(
I∗ij +R
∗i
j
)
, S∗i = S0/R0i
along with the solution of equation (30), R∗ij = (1 − ρ)ηjI∗ij /(µ + γj), and
rearranging we find∑
j=1
[
µ+ φj + (1− ρ) µηj
µ+ γj
]
I∗ij = µS0
(
1− 1
R0i
)
. (38)
By using equation (35) we observe that each term in the summation on
the left-hand side of (38) is proportional to I∗ii , and, furthermore, that the
coefficients are all positive provided R0i > R0j for all j . i. If these conditions
are satisfied we then have
sgn
(
I∗ii
)
= sgn
(
1− 1
R0i
)
. (39)
Therefore, if R0i > 1, I
∗i
i is positive; if R0i < 1, I
∗i
i is negative. In the special
case R0i = 1, the endemic equilibrium point P
∗i coincides with the infection-
free equilibrium P0. Combining this with our earlier result we find that the
necessary and sufficient conditions for P ∗i to lie in R2n+1≥0 are to have R0i ≥ 1
and R0i > R0j for all j . i.
In support of the analysis presented in the previous section we have now
found that when R0f ≤ 1 the infection-free equilibrium point P0 is the unique
fixed point in Ω. Conversely, when R0f > 1, we have found that only those
endemic equilibria that simultaneously satisfy the constraints R0i > 1 and
R0i > R0j for all j . i are nonnegative. Naturally, the latter condition is
automatically satisfied for the endemic equilibrium point P ∗f associated with
the fittest strain f (since R0f ≡ maxi R0i).21
Beyond the non-negativity of the endemic equilibrium solutions we should
also investigate the analytic form and relative magnitudes of the various
21The appearance of additional, spurious endemic equilibria in Ω can be traced back to
the discussion about initial conditions in section 6; these points would only be approached
asymptotically if strain f was never observed, that is, if If (0) = Ij(0) = 0 for all j / f .
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infectious populations at P ∗i. For this purpose we again turn to the recursive
relation (35).
Restricting our attention to only those endemic solutions that are physical
(i.e. those states for which R0i ≥ 1 and R0i > R0j for all j . i), inspection
of (35) reveals that a sufficient condition for I∗ij > I
∗i
i is
R0i
R0i −R0j
gjiαi
δj
> 1, (40)
which can easily be satisfied if R0j is sufficiently close to R0i. This, of course,
is only one particular example; the condition I∗ij > I
∗i
i for some j . i can be
more easily satisfied if we include the extra contribution from the remaining
terms in the summation (35).
Remarkably though, even if we switch off the direct transmission contri-
bution for all the descendant strains, by taking the limit βj → 0 for all j . i,
the condition I∗ij > I
∗i
i can still be achieved if
gjiαi
δj
> 1.
Intuitively this condition is straightforward: if the transition rate from Ii
to Ij (gjiαi) is greater than the removal rate from compartment Ij (δj), the
descendant strain j will grow to become more prevalent than the source
strain i. Therefore, even in the absence of direct transmission, a descendant
strain can become more prevalent than the source strain. Keep in mind, this
only represents the contribution from a single term in the summation (35), so
therefore represents a lower bound on the relative magnitude of I∗ij ; restoring
the extra contribution from direct transmission only broadens the parameter
range under which the circumstance I∗ij > I
∗i
i is realized.
Finally, using the normalized factorization for the endemic equilibrium
solution I∗i = I∗ii vi allows us to write the endemic solutions as
I∗i =
µ (R0i − 1)vi[
βᵀ − βi
δi
ηᵀ (µE + Γ)−1 (µρE + Γ)
]
vi
, (41)
where the normalization factor (i.e. I∗ii ) in this case has been calculated by
rearranging (28) rather than using (38).
Below we summarize the endemic solutions for the SIS (ρ = 1), SIR
(ρ = 0, γ = 0) and SIRS (ρ = 0) coupled epidemic models:
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SIS:
I∗i =
µ (R0i − 1)vi(
βᵀ − βi
δi
ηᵀ
)
vi
. (42)
SIR:
I∗i =
µ (R0i − 1)vi
βᵀvi
. (43)
SIRS:
I∗i =
µ (R0i − 1)vi(
βᵀ − βi
δi
ηᵀ (µE + Γ)−1 Γ
)
vi
. (44)
10. Comparison with uncoupled models
The expressions derived in the previous two sections for the coupled SIS,
SIR and SIRS models are all generalizations of the familiar uncoupled results.
In this section we demonstrate how the uncoupled expressions can be derived
from the more general expressions given above to retrospectively reveal how
the coupling term modifies the behaviour of uncoupled multi-strain models.
To begin, we remind the reader that the uncoupled case can be derived
from the general case by taking the limit G→ 0 in the system (10)-(12). The
uncoupled system of equations is then given by
dS
dt
= λ− µS − SβᵀI+ ρηᵀI+ γᵀR, (45)
dI
dt
= (SB−∆) I, (46)
dR
dt
= (1− ρ)HI− (µE + Γ)R, (47)
where most of the variables retain their earlier definitions however, ηi (and
therefore H) now simplifies to
ηi = σi + αi,
H = diag (η) = diag (σ + α) . (48)
In a similar manner, the expression for the next-generation matrix in the
uncoupled case can easily be found by taking the limit G→ 0 in equation (16)
to get
Ku = S0B∆
−1,
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where we have introduced a subscript u to denote the uncoupled version of
K. This matrix is strictly diagonal and yields the exact same expressions for
the basic reproduction numbers of each strain as derived previously for the
general coupled case:
R0i,u = sp (Ku)i =
βiS0
δi
= R0i.
Hence, as mentioned in section 6, the coupling term does not modify the
expression for the basic reproduction number R0i of each strain, however it
does transform the strictly diagonal next-generation matrix Ku into a lower
triangular matrix K. Indeed, we can rewrite the next-generation matrix Ku
in terms of the diagonal matrix of basic reproduction numbers R0: Ku = R0,
where R0 is the exact same matrix as the one introduced in section 6.
Continuing on to the equilibrium solutions we very quickly notice that
the infection-free equilibrium is unchanged whether or not we include the
coupling term (see previous section). However, by removing the coupling
between the strains, the endemic equilibrium solutions simplify considerably.
To see this, replace the coupled next-generation matrix K in (31) with its
uncoupled equivalent Ku, in which case the matrix B
−1KB becomes
B−1KB → B−1KuB = B−1BKu = Ku
where we have used the fact that both Ku and B are diagonal so that KuB =
BKu. Therefore, the uncoupled version of the eigenvalue equation (31) is
given by
0 =
(
Ku − S0
S∗
E
)
I∗u. (49)
As before, we have
S0
S∗i
= sp(Ku)i = R0i ⇒ S∗i = S0
R0i
.
However, since Ku is a diagonal matrix, the uncoupled endemic solutions I
∗i
u
are just proportional to the n-dimensional canonical basis vectors ei which
contain all zeros except for the i-th element which is set to unity. Interpreting
this physically, it means that at the i-th endemic equilibrium point only strain
i survives with all other strains driven to extinction.
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Going further and substituting vi → vui = ei into the final solution (41)
and rearranging gives
I∗iu =
µ
βi
(R0i − 1)
(
1− ηi
δi
µρ+ γi
µ+ γi
)−1
ei.
The particular solutions for the uncoupled SIR, SIS and SIRS models are
summarized below
SIS:
I∗iu =
µS0
δi − ηi
(
1− 1
R0i
)
ei. (50)
SIR:
I∗iu =
µ
βi
(R0i − 1) ei. (51)
SIRS:
I∗iu =
µ (µ+ γi)S0
δi (µ+ γi)− γiηi
(
1− 1
R0i
)
ei. (52)
In contrast to the coupled models in which the condition I∗i ≥ 0 required
both R0i ≥ 1 and R0i > R0j for all j . i, in all cases listed above a sufficient
condition for the endemic solution I∗iu to be non-negative is to have R0i ≥ 1.
That is, the value of R0i relative to the remaining basic reproduction numbers
R0j does not influence whether the endemic solution I
∗i
u is physical.
In summary, the impact of introducing a coupling between the infectious
compartments is to convert the next-generation matrix K from a strictly di-
agonal matrix (uncoupled case) to one which is lower triangular (coupled
case). Although this does not change the expression for the basic repro-
duction number of each strain, nor the size of the susceptible populations
at the infection-free and endemic equilibria, it does significantly convolute
the endemic solutions I∗i. Instead of being the eigenvectors of the diagonal
matrix Ku, which are just given by the canonical n-dimensional basis vectors
ei, the endemic solutions in the coupled case become the eigenvectors of the
generalized lower triangular matrix B−1KB leading to endemic solutions with
I∗ij > 0 for all j . i.
11. Conclusion
In this article we have introduced a general framework to study coupled,
multi-strain epidemic models designed to simulate the emergence and dis-
semination of mutational (e.g. drug-resistant) variations of pathogens. In
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particular, we have analyzed the properties of the infectious compartment
network in these models and how they influence the system dynamics and
solutions.
Firstly, we found that the introduction of a unidirectional coupling term
(which we argue is the most general coupling available for a strictly time-
forward evolutionary process) results in the same generic functional form for
R0i as that derived in canonical uncoupled models; it is simply the product
of the mean per capita infection rate per unit time (βiS0) and the duration
of the infectious period (1/δi). This is an important result that shows that
the reproductive capacity of each strain is independent of the mutation rates
between them.
We then determined the necessary and sufficient conditions for epidemic
fade-out and take-off, which we found can be stated in terms of the maxi-
mum basic reproduction number R0f ≡ maxi R0i. As expected, the infected
population of all strains decays rapidly and is extinguished asymptotically
if R0f ≤ 1. Conversely, if R0f > 1, the disease will spread and an epidemic
occurs. Whilst these findings are similar to those found previously in uncou-
pled multi-strain epidemic models, we discussed how the coupling between
the different strains in our model enlarges the space of initial conditions that
lead to an epidemic outbreak: whereas in the former case the initial infectious
population of the fittest strain f must itself be positive, in the latter case
any ancestor of strain f can provide the initial spark to ignite the epidemic.
Next, by demonstrating that the system naturally evolves towards the
equilibrium point that minimizes the susceptible population, we were able
to show that when R0f > 1, many strains with suboptimal reproductive
capacity are driven to extinction — these strains cannot be sustained by the
limited pool of available susceptibles. Meanwhile, the fittest strain, along
with each of its descendants, persist indefinitely. To support this finding, we
also showed that only those endemic equilibria P ∗i, for which R0i > 1 and
R0i > R0j for all j that are descendants of i, lie in the nonnegative orthant
(i.e. are physically acceptable).
This, of course, is akin to the principle of competitive exclusion which
asserts that several species competing over a shared resource cannot persist
indefinitely: eventually, a single species rises to dominance at the exclusion
(i.e. extinction) of the others. However, in the coupled model considered
here, the persistence of strain f ensures each of the strains descendant from
f survive indefinitely. In effect, as long as the fittest strain f remains in
circulation, it will continue to “fuel” each of its mutant descendants.
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Lastly, we found that the fittest strain is not necessarily the most preva-
lent at equilibrium — a result that superficially is not so surprising, given that
the ancestor strain survives purely on direct transmission whilst its descen-
dants are fueled by a combination of direct transmission and amplification.
However, we have shown that even in the absence of direct transmission of
the descendant strain, amplification alone can cause it to become more preva-
lent than its fitter ancestor. This finding is particularly relevant for public
health policy and planning since we have shown that a descendant strain can
“replace” its ancestor (i.e. become more prevalent) even if it has a negligible
basic reproduction number.
Combining these results we conclude that the mutation events that link
the separate strains in the infectious compartment network are responsible
for both the germination of new mutational variations, and (possibly) their
sustained existence. However, the mutation rates themselves have no influ-
ence on the reproductive capacity of each strain and hence, the line of descent
that comes to dominate (i.e. persist) at equilibrium.
These findings can have important implications for selecting appropriate
intervention or treatment strategies. In the context of antimicrobial drug re-
sistance, the provision of treatment has been, and in some cases still remains,
a controversial issue [40]. As mentioned in the introduction, the proliferation
of drug-resistant pathogen strains can often be traced back to the misuse and
overuse of antimicrobials. Hence, it is natural to question whether increas-
ing treatment rates further may actually produce adverse outcomes. Whilst
that still remains a legitimate concern, because suboptimal treatment could
produce new cases exhibiting existing patterns of drug resistance and lead
to the emergence of new, possibly more extensively drug-resistant strains,
we have shown that the mutation rate itself does not affect the reproductive
capacity of the mutant descendants. Therefore, on the one hand increasing
treatment rates will not increase the potential of an epidemic outbreak of
existing strains, but on the other hand it may increase the likelihood of an
even more prolific, i.e. fitter, strain emerging.
Finally, we must keep in mind that the conclusions outlined above have
been made in a strictly deterministic setting. It would be interesting to inves-
tigate how stochastic effects may influence our findings particularly since 1.
mutation events are an inherently random process, and 2. the initial numbers
of individuals that acquire each mutant variant will presumably be small ini-
tially, thereby increasing the likelihood of strain extinction. Fortunately, the
present framework can be readily adapted to incorporate stochastic events
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and this will serve as an important direction of future research.
In summary, this article has focused primarily on the mathematical prop-
erties and solutions of coupled, multi-strain epidemic models and as such
should be viewed as a preliminary step towards understanding the genetic
evolution of infectious diseases and the growing threat of antimicrobial drug
resistance. In future works, we plan to utilize these results in a more practical
context to fully explore the underlying mechanisms driving the emergence of
drug-resistant pathogen strains of specific infectious diseases.
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